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Author Robert Gover Returns with Time and Money   
 
Best-selling author Robert Gover returns to print with masterwork on the economy: Time 
and Money: The Economy and the Planets (Hopewell Publications). 
 
Cult classic author Robert Gover is no stranger to controversy. 
His first novel (One Hundred Dollar Misunderstanding) was 
considered too controversial for the American public and was 
released in France before becoming a U.S. bestseller. Gover 
once again is turning heads with an intriguing analysis of U.S. 
economic history in Time and Money: The Economy and the 
Planets (Hopewell Publications, 0972690689). 
 
Gover, speaking before a packed room at the Denver Trading 
Group’s annual conference, detailed the correlation between 
economic trends and planetary cycles. “It’s the financial world’s 
dirty little secret,” Gover says. “Financiers and traders have, over 
the years, created wealth by understanding celestial influences.”  
 
The Denver Trading Group, whose membership is comprised of knowledgeable 
international brokers, showered Gover with questions for hours leading into the night. The 
evidence of Gover’s analysis seemed clear, providing keen insight to U.S. History and the 
creation of wealth, as well as a sobering forecast for the economy. 
 
“It is Gover's experience as a social commentator, however, that makes Time and Money 
worth a read, regardless of one's views about astrology,“ said Helen Avery of Euromoney 
Magazine. “While touting itself as a guide to the planet cycles and the US economy, the 
book is clearly a commentary on America's evolution and the resulting political and 
economic environment.”  
 
Hopewell Publications first heard of Gover’s long-awaited book after acquiring the rights to 
reprint One Hundred Dollar Misunderstanding—a perennial seller after forty years. “Gover is 
a unique talent, who has withstood the test of time,” said the publisher from their east coast 
offices. “Books like Time and Money are essential in uncertain times.” 
 
Time and Money is available now at stores and through www.HopePubs.com where one 
may read the book’s stirring introduction. 
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